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About Confession Box

"Confession Box" is an installation that explores layers of intimacy through a multi sensory
interactive experience put into 4 confession boxes, all triggered by 5 smells of my choice. Those
synthetically (re)created smells are the primary material and the focal point of the entire
installation, therefore having substantial significance on both performative, as well as conceptual
level.
“Confession Box” examines the physicality of scents, the intimate links they (re)create, and the
numerous processes happening simultaneously once we are triggered by them.
It is also site-specific, so for the performance on 30th of January 2016 I have developed an
installational setup consisting of 3 blocks, which I will describe later in the text.

Physiology of Smell

In order to understand how smells trigger our memories and emotions, and why is it so strong, we
need to examine the physiology of smell. Smell is our most primitive sense, but it is also very
powerful.
“For every other sense, the message travels first to the brain stem and the thalamus before going
out to the primary sensory areas. “Olfaction is completely differently wired,” Lundstrom says. First,
odor molecules bind to receptors in the nose. Signals from the receptors travel up to the olfactory
bulb, a Q-tip-like structure roughly above the eyes. From there, some signals go to the primary
olfactory cortex and on to the higher-order parts of the brain. But there are also connections from
the olfactory bulb directly to the amygdala, an area that is relevant to emotions and salience, and
the hippocampus, which is involved in memory. That puts the receptors in the nose only one
synapse away from emotion and memory. (Observer Vol. 25, No. 4 April, 2012)
“The answer is likely due to brain anatomy. Incoming smells are first processed by the olfactory
bulb, which starts inside the nose and runs along the bottom of the brain. The olfactory bulb has
direct connections to two brain areas that are strongly implicated in emotion and memory: the
amygdala and hippocampus. Interestingly, visual, auditory (sound), and tactile (touch) information
do not pass through these brain areas. This may be why olfaction, more than any other sense, is
so successful at triggering emotions and memories (Amanda White, Psychology Today, January
2015).
Due to the physiological process our nose and brain go through, memories tend to be very vivid
and textural; they [smells] can even evoke forgotten childhood memories – especially smells that
we don't experience daily. Nevertheless, smells are incredibly difficult to recognize if there isn't an
additional source of auditory, tactile or visual input.
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“The close connections to emotions and memory, rather than to the parts of the brain that put
words on things, may help explain why humans are so bad at identifying smells. Studies have
found that people can identify fewer than half of the odors of household items they use daily. But if
you give them a list of a few possibilities, they can usually choose the right one. Or, if the odor is
paired with a visual clue, it makes instant sense. Just as we know a chair is a chair whether it’s
red, blue, upholstered, plastic, in a living room, or in a dumpster, we know that coffee smells like
coffee whether it’s from Starbucks, Dunkin’ Donuts, or a church coffeemaker. Coffee has hundreds
of volatile molecules, each of which may have several components that activate receptors. These
form part of the idea of coffee, but not the whole thing. “It looks as if those sort of feelings and
contexts and memories can actually become tied into this object you call coffee, ” says Donald
Wilson, a neurobiologist at New York University. “That may be one reason why odors can be so
evocative. You have these very strong other kinds of information that hit you at the same time you
smell the odor.” (Observer Vol. 25, No. 4 April, 2012)
“Individuals can have widely divergent emotional responses to scents that are identical in chemical
composition. There is also evidence to suggest that what you think you’re smelling affects your
response to an odor. In 2001, Herz and von Clef found that participants rated an identical odor as
more pleasant when it was presented with a positive label (“parmesan cheese”) rather than a
negative label (“vomit”).” (Amanda White, Psychology Today, January 2015

About Demeter perfumes:

“Demeter’s single note scents, are combinations of the fewest ingredients that comprise a
recognizable smell. Notes have special characteristics: they express their nature immediately and
do not change over time. Notes, also called accords, are what master perfumers use when making
prestige and designer fragrances. They create the familiar top, middle and bottom note dry-down
that is associated with how the smell of prestige and designer fragrances change over
time.” (demeterfragrance.com)
Since the smells are single note scents, it means they can be combined in any way possible, and
the result is going to be a complex scent with many notes.

SETUP
Confession Box is site-specific, therefore it is very flexible with number of confession rooms,
technical possibility and feasibility, amount of smells and amount of people, as well with expanding
the idea of having only 3 basic blocks. For the version made in the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik
und Darstellende Kunst Stuttgart, I chose to have a smaller setup, which corresponds to the
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installational limits of that space.

Minimal technical requirements (with photos)
•

8 - 10 playback devices (ideally identical mp3 players/iPods/audioguides etc.)

•

8 – 10 headphones/earphones

•

min. 4 assistants

•

4 iPads/tablets of any size (works without internet connection – Facebook app allows offline
posting) / if you can provide internet connection, then I would suggest to use identical
laptops of any brand

•

8 USB humidifiers with filters

•

8 USB chargers

•

4 rooms

•

4 tables

•

4 chairs

•

4 table lights

•

5 scents of choice (Bubblegum, Dark Chocolate, Fraser Fir/Dirt/Grass, Suntan Lotion,
Playdoh)

•

2 spray bottles containing PlayDoh smell

•

instructions 1 (see Walkthrough)

•

instructions 2 (see Walkthrough)

Left: BottleCap USB humidifier. Right: Single note Demeter fragrances - Bubblegum, Dirt, Grass, Fraser Fir, Clover,
PlayDoh, Suntan Lotion, Dark Chocolate.

Walkthrough of the installation
There are 3 blocks that visitors are going to go through: 1st one is an auditive one, where the
visitors are going to receive a playback device with a single audio track on it. The playback device
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is going to be given out periodically, not all at once. The duration of that track is exactly 5 minutes.
It is a electronically manipulated recording of my voice, reading my own confession about the
PlayDoh smell. The idea was to make an audio track which serves as a binding tool for instructions
that people are going to be given upon entering the rooms, as well as for the perfume they are
going to be sprayed upon exiting the room. While listening to the audio track, which in this case
serves as a 5th virtual reality-like room, they are free to roam around the installational space. As
they listen to the track, they are being redirected to the 2nd block, and that's the actual Confession
Box part. In the 2nd block, there is 4 separate rooms which function as confined spaces of intimacy
and privacy. In front of those rooms, there is 2-4 assistants who control the entrance of the visitors,
also letting them in the room periodically. Rooms are marked with numbers from 1 – 4. Each
person will be allowed to go into only one room, which the assistant randomly chooses.
Before entering the room, while listening to the audio track on their devices, visitors are being
handed out a series of instructions, in English and in German, which are written in a form of short
informational lines. There is 10 versions of them, and every person is going to be handed out a
slightly changed version (content stays the same, but text changes visually - process of content
reinterpretation important both for the audio part, as well as for the instructions). Also, German
instructions are not merely a translation, but they also differ visually from their English
counterparts. They get reinterpreted once more. Each instruction will be printed out on DIN A4
paper.
Here are the instructions (starting with page 5):
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instructions_1
what you're about to experience is out of my control
there is no way for me to be
in your head
walk into the room
you will smell something
the smell triggeres images, feelings, memories
phyisiological reactions
share it with me
you will see a tablet with a facebook profile opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room
you are about to enter
write in your native language
when you walk out of the room
you will be given a password to that profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them public or private
do whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that i hold dear

was du erleben wirst, ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem kopf zu sein
betritt den raum
du wirst einen geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das mit mir
du wirst ein tablet mit einem geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine confession box
alle 4 räume sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du betreten wirst
schreib in deiner muttersprache
wenn du den raum verlässt
wirst du das passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu anderen confession boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich oder privat
tu damit was du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders teuer ist
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instructions_2
what you're about to experience is
out of my control
walk into the room
you will
smell something
the smell triggeres images,
feelings,
memories
phyisiological reactions
share that
with me
you will see an ipad with a
facebook profile opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms,
the setup is the same as the room you are about to
enter
write in your native language
when you walk out of the room
you will be given a password to that profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them
public or private
do _whatever_ you want with them
later you will be sprayed
with a scent
that i hold dear
was du erleben wirst,
ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine
möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem
kopf zu sein
betritt
den raum
du wirst
einen
geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder,
gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische
reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das
mit mir
du wirst ein
tablet mit einem
geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine
confession box
alle 4 räume
sind genauso
aufgebaut wie der raum
den du betreten wirst
schreib in
deiner muttersprache
wenn du den raum verlässt
wirst du das
passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu
anderen confession boxes
zu
bekommen
öffentlich
oder privat
tu damit was
du willst
danach
wirst du mit
einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders
teuer ist
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instructions_3
what you're about to experience is out of my control
there is
no way
for me to be
in your head
walk into the
room
you will smell
something
the
smell triggeres
images,
feelings,
memories
phyisiological
reactions
share that
with
me
you will see an ipad with a facebook profile opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room
you are about to enter
write in
your native language
when you walk
out of the room
you will be given a password
to that profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them public or
private
do whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed
with a
scent
that i hold
dear
was du erleben wirst,
ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine
möglichkeit
für mich,
in deinem kopf zu
sein
betritt den
raum
du wirst
einen geruch
wahr nehmen
der geruch wird bilder,
gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das mit mir
du wirst ein
tablet mit einem geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine confession
box
alle 4 räume sind
genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du betreten
wirst
schreib
in deiner
muttersprache
wenn du den raum verlässt
wirst du das
passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang
zu anderen
confession boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich oder privat
tu damit was
du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders
teuer
ist
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instructions_4
what you're about
to experience is
out of my
control
there is _no way_ for me to be
in your head
walk into the room ------you will smell something
the
smell triggeres images, feelings, memories
phyisiological reactions_
i encourage you to share
that with me
you will see an
ipad with a facebook profile _opened_
a little con fe ss ion box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room you are about to enter
write
in your native language and
when you walk out of the room
you will be given a password _to that profile_
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them _public or private_
do
whatever
you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a _scent_
that i hold
dear
was du ____erleben wirst,
ist außerhalb meiner - -- kontrolle
es gibt keine _möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem
kopf zu sein
betritt den raum
du wirst einen
______ geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder,
gefühle,
____________________________________________________________erinnerungen
physiologische
reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das mit mir
du wirst ein
::tablet mit einem geöffneten
facebook profil sehen
eine kleine _confession box
alle 4 räume
sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du
betreten wirst
schreib in deiner muttersprache
wenn du den
:raum verlässt
wirst du das passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu a n d e r e n c o n f e s s I o n boxes
zu
bekommen
öffentlich
/// oder privat
tu damit was du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem
duft besprüht
der mir besonders teuer ist
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instructions_5
what you're about to experience is out of my control
there is no way for me
to be
-in your headwalk into the room
you -will- smell
something
the smell ------- triggeres
images, -feelings-, memories
phyisiological
reactions
share that with me
you will see an ipad with a
facebook profile opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is -the same- as the room you are about to enter
write
in your native language
when you walk out of the room
you will be given a
-password- to that profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them public or private
you can do whatever you want
-with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that -i- hold dear
was du erleben wirst,
ist außerhalb meiner
kontrolle
es gibt keine
möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem /kopf////// zu sein
betritt den
_ raum
du wirst einen
geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird
bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische
/reaktionen her vor rufen/
teile das
mit mir
du wirst ein tablet _________mit einem geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine
con fes sion b ox
alle 4 räume sind
///genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du betreten
wirst
schreib in
____ deiner muttersprache
wenn du
den raum verlässt
wirst du das passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu
anderen confession
boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich oder
((privat
tu damit was du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders :::teuer ist
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instructions_6
what you're about to
experience is
out of my control
there is no way for me to be
in your head
walk into the
room
you will smell something
the smell
___________________
triggeres images, feelings,
phyisiological (re)actions

memories

share that with me
you will see an ipad with a facebook profile opened
a little [confession box]
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room you
are about to enter
write in your native language
, when you
walk out of the room
you will be given a password to that
profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them
[public or private]
do whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that i hold [dear]
was du erleben wirst, [ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle]
es gibt
::keine möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem kopf
zu sein
betritt den raum
du wirst einen
geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das mit mir
du wirst ein tablet mit einem geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine confession box
alle 4
räume sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du betreten wirst
schreib
in deiner [muttersprache]
wenn du den raum verlässt
wirst du das passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu anderen confession boxes
zu
:::::_ bekommen
öffentlich
oder privat
tu damit______ was du willst
danach
wirst du mit
einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders [teuer] ist
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instructions_7
what you're about to
experience
is out of my control
there is no way for me to be
in your head
walk
into the room
you will smell something
the smell triggeres images,
feelings, memories
phyisiological reactions
share _that_ with me
you will see an
ipad with a facebook profile opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room you are about to enter
write in your native language
when you walk out of the room
you will be given a password to that profile
to gain access to other
confession boxes
make them
public or private
you can do
whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that
i hold dear
was du erleben
[wirst, ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine m ö g l I c h k e I t für mich,
in deinem kopf zu sein
betritt
den raum
du wirst ___einen geruch #wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische
reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das mit #mir
du wirst ein [tablet]]]]] mit einem
geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine
kleine confession box
alle 4 räume
sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du
betreten wirst
schreib in [deiner ]muttersprache
wenn du den raum
verlässt
wirst du das passwort
zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu _______:anderen confession boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich
oder privat
tu damit
!!was du willst
danach
wirst
du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders
[[[teuer
ist
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instructions_8
what
you're about to experience is out of my
there is no way for me to
be
in
your head

[control

walk into the room____
you will smell s o m e t h i n g
if that smells triggeres images, [feelings, memories
phyisiological
reactions
i encourage
you to share that with me
you will see
an ipad with a facebook profile opened
a little
confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as the room you are about
write

in your [native language
walk out of the room
you will be given
a password to that profile
to gain
access to other
confession boxes
make them public
or private
do whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that i hold
dear]
was du erleben wirst, //ist außerhalb
meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine [möglichkeit]
für mich,
in deinem
kopf zu sein
betritt den raum
du wirst ____:
einen ge ru ch wahrnehmen
der geruch
wird bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen
physiologische
reaktionen hervorrufen
teile das
:::::::: mit mir
du wirst ein tablet mit e I n e m g e ö f f n e t e n facebook profil sehen
eine kleine confession box
alle 4 räume
sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den du
[betreten wirst]
schreib in deiner
muttersprache
wenn du den
raum verlässt
wirst du das passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu
anderen confession boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich oder privat
tu damit __________was du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir
besonders teuer ist
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instructions_9
what you're about to experience is
out of my
there is no

_____control

way for me to be
in your
head
walk into the
room
you will smell something
the smell triggeres images, feelings, memories
phyisiological reactions
share it with me
you will see an
ipad with a facebook profile opened
a little
confession
box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is
___the same as the room
you are about
to enter
write in
your
native (language]
when you walk out
of the room
you will be given
a password to that profile
to gain access to
confession boxes
make them public or private
do whatever
you want with them
later
you will be
sprayed with a scent
that i hold dear

other

was du erleben wirst,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine möglichkeit für m I c h ,
in deinem k o p f
z u
s e I n
b e t r it t d e n raum
du wirst
einen geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird [bilder, gefühle, erinnerungen]
physiologische
reakt ionen hervorrufen
teile das mit
mir
du wirst ein tablet mit einem geöffneten facebook profil sehen
eine kleine
confession box
alle 4 räume
sind genauso aufgebaut wie
der raum
den du
betreten wirst
schreib [[[[[[[/in deiner muttersprache
wenn du den raum
verlässt
wirst du das
passwort zu dem facebook profil
erhalten
um zugang zu anderen confession boxes
zu bekommen
öffentlich oder privat
tu damit
!!!was du willst
danach
wirst
du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders teuer ist
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instructions_10
what you're about to experience is out of my control
there is no way for me to be
in your head
walk into the room
you will smell something
the smell ______________________triggeres images, feelings, memories
phyisiological __reactions
share it with me
you will see an ipad with a facebook profile
opened
a little confession box
in all 4 rooms, the setup is the same as
the room
you are about to enter
write in your native language
when you walk out of the
room
you will be given a password to that profile
to gain access to other
confession
boxes
make them public or private
do whatever you want with them
later
you will be sprayed with a scent
that i hold dear
was du erleben wirst, ist außerhalb meiner kontrolle
es gibt keine
möglichkeit für mich,
in deinem kopf zu sein
betritt den raum
du wirst einen geruch wahrnehmen
der geruch wird bilder, gefüh
le,
erinnerungen
physiologische reaktionen hervorrufen
teile_:_: das mit mir
du wirst ein tablet mit einem geöffneten faceb
ook
profil sehen
eine kleine confession box
alle 4 räume sind genauso aufgebaut wie der raum
den d
u betreten wirst
______________________schreib in deiner muttersprache
wenn du den raum verlässt
wirst du das [passwort zu dem facebook profil erhalten
um zugang zu anderen confession boxes
[zu] bekommen
öffentlich oder privat
tu damit was
du willst
danach
wirst du mit einem duft besprüht
der mir besonders teuer
ist

After reading the instructions, people are allowed to enter the room, slowly understanding what is
expected of them. They are going to enter a room which is going to consist of one desk, one chair
and one iPad (or any tablet). It is going to be completely dark, with the exception of a small table
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lamp that will be on top of a desk.
First impulse the visitors are going to receive is the smell, which will trigger a specific memory,
emotion, imagery etc.
• Room 1 - a smell concoction consiting of Dirt, Grass, Fraser Fir and Clover (very earthy
and pleasant smell)
• Room 2 - Bubblegum smell (closest smell would be the one that "Hubba Bubba"
bubblegum has - cloyingly sweet, intense pink and chewy)
• Room 3 - Dark Chocolate (pleasant and easily recognizable, since the smell of chocolate
has a lot of volatile molecules)
• Room 4 - a smell concoction consisting of Suntan Lotion and Baby Powder (bright,
reminiscent of Coppertone Suntan Lotion)

All perfumes are diluted in water, in order to decrease the intensity of the smell.

There is going to be an additional set of (slightly manipulative) instructions on the desks that
describe how to post a status on a Facebook profile called “Make a Box”, specifically created for
this installation.

On the next page you can see the two sets of in-room instructions (one version for the iPads and
one slightly modified version for Android tablets - the Facebook app looks slightly differently on
Android software):
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If you're not familiar with posting statuses on Facebook, here is a short
explanation how to // Falls Du nicht damit vertraut bist, wie man einen
Facebook Status postet - hier eine kurze Anleitung:
1. TAP on "Write Post" // Klick auf "Write Post".

2. A separate status window is going to open. Type your confession in.
Put the number of the room you are in before your confession (ex. Room 1
- ....) // Ein seperates Status-Fenster öffnet sich. Hier kannst Du Deine
„confession“ eingeben. Gib dabei vorher die Nummer des Raumes an, in dem
Du Dich befindest (bspw. Raum 1 - ….)

3. When you're done typing what you wanted to say, press "Post" // Wenn
Du fertig geschrieben hast, drück auf "Post".

4. Your status will be posted offline. Everything you write is saved. All
of the confessions, from all of the rooms will go online at 22:00
tonight. /// Dein Status wird offline
gepostet. Alles was Du geschrieben hast
wird gespeichert. Alle „confessions“
aus allen Räumen werden heute Nacht um
22:00 Uhr online gehen.
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If you're not familiar with posting statuses on Facebook, here is a short
explanation how to // Falls Du nicht damit vertraut bist, wie man einen
Facebook Status postet - hier eine kurze Anleitung:
1. TAP on "Status". // Klick auf "Status".

2. A separate status window is going to open. Type your confession in.
Put the number of the room you are in before your confession (ex. Room 1
- ....) // Ein seperates Status-Fenster öffnet sich. Hier kannst Du Deine
"confession" eingeben. Gib dabei vorher die Nummer des Raumes an, in dem
Du Dich befindest (bspw. Raum 1 - ….)

3. When you're done typing what you wanted to say, press "Post" // Wenn
Du fertig geschrieben hast, drück auf "Post".

4. Your status will be posted offline. Everything you write is saved.
All of the confessions, from all of the rooms will go online at 22:00
tonight. /// Dein Status wird
offline gepostet. Alles was Du
geschrieben hast wird gespeichert.
Alle "confessions" aus allen Räumen
werden heute Nacht um 22:00 Uhr
online gehen.
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After the visitors are done posting their “confessions” on Facebook, upon exiting the room they will
receive a very small piece of paper with an email address and a password for that Facebook
profile. The email and the password are: confessionboxonline@gmail.com / c0nfe5510n_b0x_!!?

As stated in the instructions, they will be granted full access to the profile, there having the freedom
to continue posting “statuses” and possibly change the user settings on it. It means the visitors can
see other people's “confessions”, as well as make them public, private, delete them, add friends,
block other Facebook users or use it as a vehicle for something different. Ideally, the profile would
create a life of its own. The 3rd block starts with visitors being sprayed by the PlayDoh smell and
being redirected to the concert hall. Upon sitting in their place, waiting for the concert, the number
of people coming into the concert hall is going to increase, as well as the intensity of the PlayDoh
smell that the visitors are wearing on their wrists. Realizing that everybody wears the same smell,
visitors may realize that they have heard my confession in the beginning, and that we are now
sharing the same trigger, for different emotions. Recognizing that the scent they are wearing is
PlayDoh is not necessary, and since it is generation - specific, it will be hardly recognizable to older
visitors, or younger visitors who haven't played with it.
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About the concept

I was mentioning several processes happening simultaneously. Those, if put in a list, are:
•

Lack of identity in smells and on Facebook – if we think of a smell as a multisensoric
construct (as with the “coffee” example in Physiology of Smell), the actual scent is only one
part of it; it becomes fairly difficult to recognize the smell, without the other audio-visual
indicators. Equally so, since smell is the only sense that triggers the amygdala and
hippocampus (memory and emotion) and if the identity of a smell is stripped, we can
recognize a smell by its emotional quality, not necesarilly on a fully cognitive level (i.e.
knowing that there is a Suntan Lotion smell in room no. 4). Not knowing what we are
smelling also sparkes curiosity (or fear/disgust). Similar process is happening with
Facebook. Since there is in fact only one profile which is simultaneously opened on 4 iPads,
the core of the Facebook mechanism is being changed – and that's social comparisson. For
true social comparisson to take place, one needs to be presented in their full identity. “We
discern the individual voices of the autobiographers, but we also discover the culture
speaking through the self. These self-narratives, however, have even more to offer when we
also recognize them as rhetorical accomplishments. Autobiographers use vocabularies of
the self, not only to make sense of their lives but also to present a praiseworthy self to their
audiences.” (Bjorklund 158,159)

Facebook was, in this case, used for it's voyeur qualities, and most importantly – for social
recognizability.
“Facebook – as a platform – Facebook, like autobiographies, are an “amalgam of cultural ideas,
scruples, art, imagination, rhetoric, and self presentation.” (Bjorklund, x)
•

Transfer of intimacy through a joint smell-trigger – interesting mechanism is being
created by having the PlayDoh reference in the beginning and my personal confession
implemented as the audio introduction – through spraying the visitors with PlayDoh scent,
my personal and intimate experience becomes also their personal experience. It is, in fact,
perpetual recreation of the process happening in Confession Boxes. The visitors will be in
the future possibly triggered by this scent, and will hopefully go back to the moment in the
concert hall / confession box.

•

Manipulated intimacy / Manipulated confessions – one of the strongest facebook
mechanisms is the reward system. When we post something, people are going to see it,
like it, comment on it, or share it. The more comments and “likes”, the bigger the reward. I
have used the same principle with writing the instructions that are highly manipulative; I
have promised to give them access to other people's confessions. I am counting on visitor's
curiosity, as well as having an enhanced sense of self while being in the confession box.
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•

Frame-work - This installation uses a similar mechanism we encounter in patient-doctor
situations, where the patient who has never met his/her doctor, is able and is willing to
share the most vulnerable stories because a certain frame has been created to do so,
mechanism of big parties having an inherently intimate setting, inspite of large number of
people attending, as well as social media mechanisms of oversharing and censoring
oneself.

•

“Make A Box” Facebook profile - the profile serves as a cloud of confessions. The idea
was that the profile creates a "life" on its own. During the first performance of Confession
Box, there was approximately 60 completely differently and unique posts, varying from
describing the smell to describing memories, or asking rhetorical questions. Here you can
see a screenshot of all the "confessions" taken directly from the profile:
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